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NAVI index = 
Service station direct expenses – Gross profits excluding auto fuel (Kerosene gross profit + Value-added services and products’ gross profit)

Auto fuel (Gasoline + Light oil) sales volume

Corporate NAVI index = 
Corporate overhead costs – Gross operating profit excluding service station business

Auto fuel (Gasoline + Light oil) sales volume at direct-operation stations

Notes: The NAVI index numerically measures the competitive strength of service stations.
 A smaller NAVI index means a competitively stronger service station.

Notes: The corporate NAVI index numerically measures contribution or burden by revenue and expenditure, excluding service station business, on a service station auto fuel margin basis.    
 A smaller Corporate NAVI index means a competitively stronger corporate organization.

One of the principal goals on which Cosmo Oil has

focused in recent years is the fortification of its

marketing structure. A strong marketing structure is

viewed as the linchpin of the Company’s slate of initia-

tives targeted at achieving an unassailable position of

competitive superiority.

In April 2000, the Company also introduced SAP, an

enterprise resource planning package comprehensive

accounting system and reviewed the terms of its con-

tracts with dealers; these changes will make positive

contributions to the attainment of appropriate sales

and profit levels.

Fiscal 2000 was also a year of unprecedented initia-

tives and achievements in innovative marketing. The

Company used the NAVI 99 program, begun in April

1999, to promote marketing at service stations and

improve NAVI indexes, which are numerical measures

of a service station’s earning power and added value,

to 10. The Company has subsequently set its service

stations the even more stringent goal of improving NAVI

indexes to 6, so as to bring their operations solidly into

the black. During fiscal 2000, efforts in this direction

were clearly rewarded, as the NAVI index of service

stations improved an average of 1.6 points from the pre-

vious year. In addition, the target line of the Corporate

NAVI index, an objective barometer of the earning power

of dealers, was similarly lowered, to 1.5, and related

efforts resulted in improvement in this segment as well.

In fiscal 2001, the Company will strive for even greater

management efficiency by lowering the targets for the

NAVI index and Corporate NAVI index to 6 and 1,

respectively. Service stations that are hard-pressed

to enhance their NAVI index attainments will be either

closed or converted to alternate fields of business. For

this reason, during fiscal 2000 Cosmo Oil trimmed its

network by 376 service stations, to 6,105. This policy of

eliminating or merging outlets, so that only those that

generate high profits remain, will be maintained through

fiscal 2001.

Under NAVI 2000, commencing in fiscal 2001 the

Company will even further enhance its support program

for both dealers and their service stations. Management

guidance and seminars will be offered to enable these

outlets to create high demand for Cosmo The Card

credit cards and to conduct value-added-based market-

ing for individual products. Training courses will be

offered to staff at service stations to prepare them for

national certification testing as qualified mechanics. The

initiative that will aid service stations most in their quest

for substantially improved NAVI index achievements,

however, is the incorporation of B-cle car care conve-

nience stores directly into their service station facilities.



B-cle stores are convenience store style outlets

designed to aid vehicle owners by offering services relat-

ed to tire and mechanical maintenance and repair as

well as exterior maintenance. A new system of B-cle

networks, inaugurated in fiscal 2000, link B-cle shops

within a given area to key B-cle outlets that have

obtained government certification as automotive repair

shops. Already, the integration of B-cle shops has

proven effective in expanding gross profits from prod-

ucts other than automotive fuels and in significantly

increasing the earning power of service stations. As a

result, the Company has set a target of opening an initial

total of 300 B-cle outlets nationwide. Cosmo Oil’s ultimate

objective is to transform its service stations to “total car

care” centers with a competitive edge over both car

accessory shops and car dealerships.

The Company is also making strides in consolidating.

In fiscal 2000, the dealer network was trimmed by 21

companies, to 455. The consolidation effort will take a

significant step forward from July 1, 2000, with the

merger of 12 leading subsidiary dealers. Initial efforts will

focus on strengthening the structures of dealers in which

the Company has an equity stake so that they can serve

as important marketing channels. Plans also call for con-

solidation and reorganization, when deemed necessary,

to concentrate managerial resources and boost cost-

competitiveness and marketing strength.

At the end of fiscal 2000, six Cosmo self-service gas

stations were in operation. The creation of those stations

was made possible by deregulatory measures, and

Cosmo Oil is planning to open additional self-service

stations to satisfy users’ increasingly diverse needs.

Cosmo Oil, taking note of the progressive trend

toward cashless transaction settlements, is advancing

its own unique card strategy, involving unique features,

as a way of distinguishing itself from its competitors.

Cosmo The Card, a credit card now held by almost

two million members, is the only card of its kind in the

industry, in that it is managed and operated indepen-

dently. The card’s convenience to users, coupled with

a system enabling on-the-spot issuance at Cosmo out-

lets, has resulted in a steady increase in the number of

cardholders since the facility was introduced.

The Company is also unique in the oil industry in sev-

eral other respects. It is effectively the only oil company

to participate in a variety of new business schemes,

such as J-Debit, a new debit-card program begun in

January 1999, and the electronic money system begun

by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications on

a trial basis in Omiya, Saitama Prefecture, in 1998.

In these ways, Cosmo Oil is taking the lead within

its industry in responding to the transition to a truly

cashless society.

In fiscal 2001, the Company’s focus will be on the

creation of new value. One area of operations that will

enable this achievement is the Company’s active entry

into the realm of e-commerce. Plans call for the full-scale

start of operations in this sphere during the fiscal term.

TheCard.com is to be an Internet-based information

service for holders of the Company’s Cosmo The Card.

This service, which will take advantage of the Company’s

expanding user base, will promote more active commu-

nication between Cosmo Oil and its customers.

B-cle.com is a service that will enable users to pur-

chase parts and other automotive products over the

Internet. In several ways, it will be an altogether new

form of marketing automotive items. First, payment set-

tlements will be processed using the independently

owned system already in place for Cosmo The Card.

Second, merchandise will be available for pickup at

Cosmo service stations. In addition, starting in fiscal

2001, Cosmo Oil will enter a tie-up with Virtual Auto

World, one of Japan’s most comprehensive auto

parts Web sites.

In preparation for the foregoing Internet initiatives,

the Company has concluded a business tie-up with

autobytel.Japan, the Japanese subsidiary of autobytel.com

inc., which operates an American Web site that markets

automobiles. Simultaneously, the Company has also

begun marketing a set plan combining personal com-

puter and Internet connection services.

Looking to the future, the Company envisions the fur-

ther development of these new Internet-based services

with the operation of an automotive portal site available

not only to Cosmo Oil cardholders but also to the public

at large. Also, the Company will proactively use the

Internet to enhance its relationship with its operators,

for example, through the promotion of electronic pur-

chasing and more through active two-way communi-

cation with its dealers and their service stations.

By pursuing the creation of new value, particularly

in its oil and automotive business areas, Cosmo Oil

looks forward to achieving new earnings sources in 

the coming years.
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